The Gap Fire Report

The Gap Fire burning above the Klamath River on September 5, 2016. Photo: Inciweb

The Gap Fire began as a human ignition on August 27, 2016. The fire spread
quickly, pushed by intense downslope winds, burning into the Horse Creek watershed
and ultimately into the community of Horse Creek, destroying nine homes the next day
on August 28. The Klamath National Forest (KNF) failed to effectively evacuate or
protect this community from the fire and was instead fighting the fire far from homes
with no community protection in place.	
  After burning through the community of Horse
Creek, the fire then burned towards the Siskiyou Crest in the Horse Creek, Middle Creek
and Buckhorn Creek watersheds. It also burned south towards the Klamath River. 	
  
Although a tragedy in Horse Creek where nine homes were lost, the Gap Fire
itself was far from catastrophic and provided great benefit to the habitats in which it
burned. The fire burned at 67% lowseverity, 26% moderate-severity and
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class diversity and other important stand development and forest resiliency measures.
The Gap Fire, although an unnatural ignition, burned as a natural fire event,
driven by localized weather conditions — at times a high wind- and plume-driven fire,
and at other times, vast underburns burned at low- to moderate-severity. Despite a long
history of forest management and heavy fuel loading in the area, the weather conditions
moderated fire severity with smoke inversions, cool conditions and high humidity during
more than three quarters of the time the fire burned. In this particular case study, weather
was responsible for overriding fuel dynamics in most situations.

Significant Fire Weather and Events
_____________________________________________________________
The Gap Fire began on the evening
of August 27, 2016, near Low Gap, north of
the Klamath River, and was reported around
5:45 PM from the fire lookout on Lake
Mountain. The fire started near the top of
Johnny O’Neil Ridge in the Seiad Creek
watershed, at the headwaters of Walker
Gulch. The fire grew quickly, burning under
moderate to extreme fire conditions until
August 31; however, after August 31, much
of the fire burned in a low to moderate
intensity fire mosaic. The fire was human
caused and is still under investigation.
Fire crews initially tried accessing
the fire from Horse Creek, but instead got
stuck behind a 50” DBH sugar pine and
numerous other downed trees that had
randomly fallen into road 47N77. The
blockage was significant enough that the first tree faller assigned to open the road
declined the job due to safety concerns, thus fire crews were forced to access the fire
from Seiad Creek Road.2
Fire crews reached the fire at roughly 6:30 PM on the evening of August 27. The
fire began its initial run roughly two hours after being reported, when at 8:00 PM a spot
fire of 20-40 acres was detected east of the initial ignition source.2 The run was facilitated
by 20 MPH ridgetop winds, throwing embers east and spotting into Horse Creek on upper
Crawford Gulch.2 The fire burned through the night, merging the spot fires as it backed
downhill, accelerated by roll-out and the associated uphill runs.2 The fire was already
burning with intensity and estimated at 700 acres, yet no evacuation notice was given to
the nearby community of Horse Creek.3
Control lines were being developed near the ignition source on the western flank,
to the north in Crawford Gulch, and to the south along the ridgeline above Fish Gulch.
The concept was to create dozerline and handline on the ridges surrounding Crawford
Gulch, backing the fire into Horse Creek above the residential community. Aerial
The Gap Fire seen from the air on August 27, 2016 at
roughly 7:00 PM. Photo: Klamath National Forest
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resources and retardant drops were utilized to support these operations and crews worked
into the night.2
By the next morning, on August 28, the fire was determined to be roughly 1,600
2
acres. Although no longer affected by wind, the fire was burning with increasing
intensity through timber, brush, hardwood slash and light logging slash.4
Due to increasing complexity and active fire behavior, the fire was scheduled for
a transfer of management to the Type 2 Incident Command Team, NorCal Team 2. At
4:00 PM fire officials left the incident, in transit to Yreka, California for a meeting with
the Type 2 Team.3 No evacuation or advisory notice had yet been initiated for residents in
the fire area.4
At roughly 6:30 PM the fire jumped Horse Creek. It was being pushed by downcanyon-winds and advanced by spotting up to a half mile ahead of the fire.2,4 The Gap
Fire continued burning southeast towards the community of Horse Creek, roughly two
miles away. The extreme fire behavior at least partially forced crews to disengage, and
the Type 3 Team managing the fire finally requested mandatory evacuations of residents
in Hamburg, Horse Creek and Scott Bar at 6:45 PM.2
By 7:05 PM the fire
was well established on both
sides of Horse Creek and
reported to be less than an
hour from the first residence
in the settlement of Horse
Creek.2 At this same time the
fire moved into the wind
layer and began running
downstream at a tremendous
rate. The Incident
Commander commented that
The Gap Fire burning above the community of Horse Creek on the
a pick-up truck would have
evening of August 28. Photo: Klamath National Forest
had a hard time outrunning
the rapidly advancing fire
front. One long-time Horse Creek resident and ex-fire manager commented that he had
never seen a fire move as quickly as the Gap Fire that evening.2 Fire behavior was
reported as extreme, including crowning, running, and group torching.4
Officers from the Siskiyou County Sheriff’s Department were dispatched and
facilitated the evacuations as the fire literally burned into the community between 7:00
PM and 8:45 PM. The fire impacted the first house at 7:51 PM.2
According to a resident of Horse Creek, she was packing her belongings as the
sheriff arrived. The sheriff helped her load a few dogs into her car and spot fires began
igniting the surrounding area, rapidly burning in dry grass among parched oak woodland.
As fire began enveloping the property, the landowner and sheriff drove down Horse
Creek Road to Highway 96. Many residents reported getting insufficient notice of
evacuation.8 In all, nine homes and five outbuildings were burned on the night of August
28.
According to agency documentation, “At approximately 1830 hours [6:30PM] it
was reported to the IC that the fire was now well established on both sides of Horse
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Creek and that the fire was less than an hour away from the first residence. The IC
returned immediately to the fire. A full-scale evacuation was underway by the time the IC
returned to Horse Creek. The fire was advancing rapidly down Horse Creek reinforced
by the increased winds being funneled by the Horse Creek drainage. The scene was
becoming chaotic as firefighting resources that were arriving on scene were aiding
residences in their evacuation, providing structure protection when safe and practical.
All arriving resources were assigned to a Division Supervisor. There were residents
fleeing the quickly advancing flames. Adding to the scene were the horses and cattle that
had either been set free to flee the flames or had broken free in panic. This mixture of
fleeing animals and residents made ingress to the fire scene challenging to firefighters,
responding law enforcement and other first responders. This scene would play out
through much of the night. There were 230 resources on scene when the fire made its
initial late-afternoon run.”2

Infrared taken at 11:00 PM on August 28, 2016 as the Gap Fire burned through the community of Horse
Creek.

A 50-acre spot fire was also detected south of the Klamath River near Horse
Creek. Three hotshot crews and two dozers were working the spot fire throughout the
chaotic night of August 28.2,3
To the credit of fire managers, the fire did spread incredibly rapidly that evening
and was driven by natural weather conditions created by the fire and topography of the
mountains themselves. No amount of fire suppression could have avoided the weatherdriven run sustained throughout the night of August 28 on Horse Creek.
Yet others believe the Forest Service should have pulled back from direct attack
and prepared the community of Horse Creek for suppression activities by the morning of
August 28. With the fire already advancing quickly, some local residents say the
community should have been put on at least voluntary evacuation, and crews should have
4
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begun preparing homes with protective wrapping, sprinkler systems, clearing gutters and
debris, firelines and other structural protection measures.7,8 Crews could have also begun
evacuating the residents and animals that would later create chaos and confusion during
the last minute evacuation.
Earlier initiation of the evacuation notice and proactive structural protection
measures may have protected more homes and better-prepared fire crews to safely defend
the community of Horse Creek. Even if fire behavior had forced crews to partially
disengage, as it did that night, the homes may have fared better with some attention from
fire crews. Regardless of the tactics employed, the fire exploded the night of August 28
and tragically burned many homes in the community of Horse Creek.
The firestorm that evening was an unavoidable natural event, funneled by strong
winds rushing down the Horse Creek canyon. Relative humidity (RH) levels did not
recover as the night progressed4 and the fire burned over 4,000 acres, running four miles
and into the community of Horse Creek.3 The fire was weather- and plume-driven2,7 as it
raced into the community, and fire crews at least partially disengaged due to extreme fire
behavior and safety concerns.3

The Gap Fire on the evening of August 28 burning at high-severity as it raced through lower Horse Creek.
Photo: Klamath National Forest

By the time the Type 2 Team managed by Rick Young took command of the fire
on August 29 at 6:00 AM, the fire had grown to 5,500 acres.4 Throughout the day crews
made good progress on the spot fire south of the Klamath River. Fire behavior in the
main body of the Gap Fire was still burning at extreme conditions, with wind-driven runs,
flanking, and backing fire.4 The fire had continued burning east into Horse Creek and
entered the Maple Gulch, Middle Creek, and Buckhorn Creek canyons, making uphill
runs to the north.4,5 Overnight, significant fire activity and pyrocumulus development
occurred in Maple Gulch and the fire also began spreading south towards the Klamath
River.3,4 The fire grew 4,722 acres on August 29, to a total of 8,820 acres.4
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By the morning of August 30, only three days into the fire, nine homes, five
outbuildings and 9,820 acres had burned.4 At this point, 700 personnel were assigned to
the fire. The fire burned actively throughout the day, up Buckhorn Creek, towards White
Cloud Mountain and south towards Highway 96 on Sambo Gulch. A small portion of the
fire began reaching the western edge of the 2014 Beaver Fire, where previous
containment lines were reopened. In the afternoon and evening large pyrocumulus
plumes developed in the fire area.4

The Gap Fire viewed from near Cook and Green Pass on August 30, 2016. Photo: Will Harling

On the morning of August 31 the fire was 12,829 acres and fire behavior was still
extreme, with substantial fire growth coinciding with pyrocumulus plume development
on the north side of the fire near White Cloud Mountain. Crews were fighting spot fires
near Robinson Gulch, fighting for containment near White Cloud Mountain with tactical
firing,3,5 and opening contingency lines from the 2014 Beaver Fire. To the south, several
spot fires had jumped the Klamath River with the largest at 15 acres. Crews were
working throughout the day to contain the spot fires. On the eastern edge of the fire crews
were utilizing the 2014 Beaver Fire and its firelines to contain the blaze, building
dozerlines up Buckhorn Ridge to Dry Lake Mountain.
On the morning of September 1, only five and a half days since the fire began, it
had reached 17,032 acres and was only 8% contained. Over 1,500 firefighters were
assigned to the fire with multiple dozers working containment lines on Middle Creek
Ridge, Johnny O’Neil Ridge and Buckhorn Ridge. By early evening a weak pressure
trough passed through the area bringing wind, followed by increased humidity and a
heavy inversion of smoke. As temperatures dropped and humidity increased, fire activity
had become minimal and the fire left green islands and crept around in dry fuels.4
Inversion layers and increased humidity continued to reduce fire behavior. On
September 2, afternoon winds pushed spot fires beyond dozerlines on Johnny O’Neil
Ridge above Hicks Gulch, forcing fire crews to fall back to the Klamath River. In the
northeastern portion of the fire, crews were building dozerline and handline in
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preparation for tactical firing on Buckhorn Ridge and near Dry Lake Mountain; firing
began that evening.
On September 3, the Gap Fire began backing into the Klamath River near
Hamburg; fire behavior became more active and crews were pulled from less active
portions of the fire to provide support for structural protection in Hamburg. As the
afternoon continued crews reported a low intensity backing fire above the Klamath
River.3,4,5 On the northeast portion of the fire crews began large-scale tactical firing near
Dry Lake Mountain, lighting a pattern of staggered ignitions, utilizing five adjacent roads
running on contour below Dry Lake Mountain and Condrey Mountain at the headwaters
of Buckhorn Creek.3,4,5,6,9 The technique was used to limit fire severity by reducing the
ability of the fire to run uphill. The next day crews burned all the way across the ridge to
Middle Creek Ridge on the western flank of Buckhorn Creek.3,4,5,9
The firing continued until September 7, under favorable fire weather, leading to
low- and moderate-intensity fire effects.3 In four days of favorable weather crews had
initiated tactical firing operations across the upper bowl of Buckhorn Creek and Middle
Creek from Dry Lake Mountain to Morgan Ranch, containing the northern flank of the
Gap Fire from Low Gap to Buckhorn Ridge. Fire crews also walked the fire down the
steep, south-facing slopes to the Klamath River from Ladd Road to Horse Creek on the
southern perimeter. Crews utilized tactical firing when necessary to even out the
perimeter and burnout fuel between the fire and the river.3,4
By September 8, at 30,969 acres and 65% contained, the Gap Fire went into mopup stage, suppression repair and demobilization. Crews worked the margins of the fire,
falling snags, mopping-up hot spots, and “repairing” firelines, drop points, staging areas
and other areas impacted by fire suppression. Interior islands smoldered and burned and
finally on September 15, the fire was announced 100% contained at 33,867 acres.4

Fire Severity & Mosaic
_____________________________________________________________
The Gap Fire can be described as two separate fires: the fire that burned before
September 1, and the fire that burned after September 1. As described above, the Gap
Fire burned at extreme fire behavior for five and a half days, running from near Low Gap
and Johnny O’Neil Ridge to Horse Creek and Buckhorn Ridge. The fire burned 17,032
acres during the five and a half day period from August 27 to September 1. Virtually all
high-severity effects were sustained during this window of extreme fire behavior, often
triggered by low relative humidity, lifting inversion layers, afternoon winds, and plume
development. The remaining seventeen days of active fire suppression burned over
20,000 acres, but at much lower severity and in very favorable fire weather conditions.
In total, the Gap Fire burned at 67% low-severity, 26% moderate-severity and 7%
high soil burn severity. It is likely that over 80% of the fire after the first five and half
days burned at low-severity, and nearly all the fire burning within the high elevation
forest zones dominated by white fir, red fir and mountain hemlock burned at low- to
moderate-severity in Upper Buckhorn Creek and Upper Middle Creek. Taken as a whole,
the fire burned at characteristic fire severity levels and the vast majority of high-severity
fire affects are associated with natural weather-driven events.
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Klamath National Forest Gap Fire Burn Severity Map

Although in some places during the first five and a half days large areas were
subjected to stand-replacing fire effects, these areas are isolated and constitute a very
minor portion of the total fire area. It should also be noted that high-severity fire is a
natural, weather-driven phenomena in the Klamath-Siskiyou Mountains. High-severity
fire is a natural part of any wildfire burning in the complex forests and topography of the
8
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Klamath-Siskiyou. These forests are adapted to mixed-severity fire and their biodiversity
depends on its variability in order to maintain patchy, diverse forests and high quality
wildlife habitat.
The few large patches of high-severity fire will, if left to naturally recover,
revitalize with a diversity of flowering plants, stump-sprouting shrubs and scattered
conifer trees filling in from the edges. The slowly regenerating interior of these snag
patches have been identified as particularly important areas for biodiversity. In his public
comment submitted to the Siskiyou National Forest for the Biscuit Fire Recovery Project,
Professor Jerry Franklin stated, “naturally disturbed habitat that is undergoing slow
natural reforestation—without salvage or planting—is the rarest of the forest habitat
conditions in the Pacific Northwest. Yet it is increasingly evident from research such as
at Mount St. Helens, that such large slowly reforesting disturbed areas are important as
hot spots for regional biodiversity.”
The snag forests created by the Gap Fire do not represent novel or
uncharacteristic conditions; in fact, the structural and age class diversity created in the
Gap Fire represents the restoration of fire-adapted stand conditions. The remaining snags
will create important wildlife habitat and maintain forest complexity for decades to come.
The majority of the fire area was subjected to low-severity, stand maintenance
fire. Fire weather conditions in the final fifteen days of the fire favored low- to moderateseverity effects regardless of fuel conditions or stand structure.
Ultimately, the fire reduced fuels, recycled forest nutrients, created high quality
snag habitat and will positively influence age class diversity, structural complexity, forest
resilience and biodiversity. The ecological effects of the Gap Fire can only be described
as beneficial on the landscape scale.

Impacts of Past Forest Management on Fire Behavior
_____________________________________________________________
The Gap Fire was heavily weather-driven. Past forest management history and
fuels played a minor role in driving fire intensity and severity. During the first five and a
half days weather was consistently overriding fuels and stand structure. Fire spread was
fueled by low relative humidity, lifting inversion layers, plume development and gusty
afternoon winds. Although these first five and a half days burned through mostly loggedover forests and plantation stands, it appears weather and terrain were the most influential
factors affecting fire behavior and rate of spread. The final fifteen days were moderated
by weather conditions and past management played only a minimal role in affecting fire
behavior.
With this in mind, a clear pattern does emerge from preliminary research
conducted by the Fruit Growers Supply Company (FGS) in plantation stands impacted by
the Gap Fire. FGS found a higher rate of mortality in their plantation stands than in
adjacent uneven-aged stands on Klamath National Forest lands. In plantations stands both
moderate- and high-severity effects often led to widespread mortality due to fuel
continuity and even-aged stand structure. As indicated in the following graph, FGS
reported the levels of fire-induced mortality in their existing plantation stands burned in
the Gap Fire.7
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Given this preliminary information it appears that although fuel loading and
management history did not drive fire behavior or spread in the Gap Fire, plantation
stands did burn at higher fire severity and sustained higher levels of fire-induced
mortality than adjacent forests.

Fire Suppression Impacts
_____________________________________________________________
Fireline Creation
In the Gap Fire 61 miles of dozerline were created, along with 12.8 miles of
handline and 19.2 miles of existing road as fireline. This total contains fireline used for
containment and contingency lines built many miles from any fire activity. Some of these
firelines were scraped two or three dozer blades wide.7
The impact of building dozerline is one of the largest potential impacts of any fire
suppression operation. Building dozerline includes clearing all trees and shrubs in an area
at least 8-10’ wide. Cut material is generally disposed of on the opposite side of the
fireline from the active flaming front. A bulldozer follows behind the felling crew,
uprooting stumps and scraping all vegetation to bare mineral soil to starve the fire of fuel.
Significant soil compaction and disturbance is associated with dozerline construction.
Displaced soils can runoff of compacted slopes and into adjacent streams. Native plant
communities can be badly damaged or displaced, noxious weeds can be introduced, and
forest habitat can be badly fragmented. With the frequent fire occurrence in the MidKlamath Watershed, dozerline construction is doing damage to wildlands, salmon
streams and botanical resources.
Some of the worst dozerline built to contain the Gap Fire is located on the western
edge of the perimeter from Low Gap to nearly Condrey Mountain, and on Johnny O’Neil
Ridge where dozerline burned over in high winds and crews fell back to the Klamath
River.
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The most damaging of the Gap Fire dozerlines was built as contingency line south
of the Klamath River in the Scott Bar Mountains, in some cases six miles from the Gap
Fire perimeter. The contingency line itself is roughly 20 miles long and in some places
over 40’ wide.
To make matters
worse, CalFire was assisting
the Klamath National Forest
on suppression of the Gap
Fire and built large portions
of this dozerline without
coordination from the
Incident Commander or
Division Supervisor. This
means that contingency line
was built without
coordination or input from
resource advisors, such as
botanists, archeologists,
wildlife biologists and/or
Contingency line built by CalFire with no coordination or approval
tribal consultation. Miles of
near the Collins-Baldy Lookout. Photo: Luke Ruediger
ridgeline was bulldozed on
KNF land without any coordination or approval from the KNF or fire officials. It is
currently unknown how many miles of unauthorized dozerline was created, what rare
plant or wildlife species it may have impacted, or what Native American ceremonial sites
may have been disturbed.
It is clear that portions of this contingency line were yarded and decked with fire
suppression funds — the decked logs from this contingency line are now a proposed
timber sale. The yarding of commercial timber during an active fire constitutes a misuse
of public funds and fire suppression personnel. Log decks were created along road 45N28
and have been sold as the McCollins Salvage Decks Timber Sale to Siskiyou Cascade
Resources LLC for $6,487. Another salvage deck sale was sold from material cut, yarded
and decked for sale utilizing public fire suppression funds. This sale is called the Johnny
O Salvage Deck Sale and sold for $4,620 to William Hartman. The selling of this firesuppression-generated timber represents a public resource, sold to private industry with
no NEPA analysis, environmental review or public disclosure. Virtually no other timber
harvest activity is permissible on public lands without NEPA analysis and public review.
Particularly disturbing is the damage that could have been done to occupied
habitat for the extremely rare and endemic Scott Bar Salamander. Individual salamanders
could easily have been killed during contingency line development. The Scott Bar
Salamander is managed by a conservation agreement with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) to negate the need to list the species under the Endangered Species Act. If
habitat was destroyed or negatively impacted, individual animals have little to no ability
to effectively disperse. Any impacts to rare plant species, animal species, cultural sites
and Scott Bar Salamander habitat should be fully disclosed to the public in the upcoming
Horse Creek Community Protection and Forest Restoration Project EA.
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Fireline Rehabilitation
_____________________________________________________________
In the past, fireline rehabilitation or repair has been conducted by depositing the
slash generated from clearing the fireline onto the bare soil disturbed by fireline creation.
At times slash, tree trunks and rootwads have been deposited with heavy equipment
across the fireline. The resulting slash can be up to 4’ deep. Oftentimes large dozers
create water bars in firelines to reduce erosion. The water bars and dozerline creation
constitute a permanent impact, leaving a lasting mark on the landscape, spreading
noxious weeds and damaging hydrology if water bars fail.
The deposition of activity slash across the line also creates an excessive fuel
hazard, often on a strategic ridgeline or future fireline location. Through fireline
rehabilitation the firelines cleared in previous fires become the most dangerous jackpots
of fuel on the landscape in future fires. Dozers are required to move the deep, intertwined
slash, making future fireline creation more impactful and time consuming.
During the Beaver Fire of 2014, large volumes of slash were deposited over
contingency lines and firelines. In the 2014, Beaver Fire Report, published by Klamath
Forest Alliance, we wrote: “Fireline was, in some places, “rehabilitated” by spreading
activity slash created during fireline construction across the fireline. The dense,
unnatural fuel bed will potentially increase fire severity in the next fire and should be
disposed of by pile burning rather than being spread across the fireline for many miles.
Water barring (preferably constructed by hand) should be adequate in most situations,
and if more erosion control is needed poles and larger diameter material could be spread
across the fireline and the fine fuels treated by pile burning.”10
Two years later in the Gap Fire, these contingency lines were indeed needed for
fire suppression efforts as direct containment lines. The western and eastern firelines
utilized for containment of the Gap Fire were firelines remaining from the Beaver Fire.
Crews were forced to recreate these lines with bulldozers due to the large volumes and
interconnected nature of activity slash remaining on these “rehabilitated” firelines. If
activity slash from the 2014 Beaver Fire had been disposed of as was recommended in
2014 by the Klamath Forest
Alliance,10 crews could have
created handline with very
minimal impact avoiding the
impacts associated with rebulldozing these firelines.
According to agency staff,
the firelines renovated from
the 2014 Beaver Fire took the
same investment in time and
resources as building fireline
from scratch. This was due to
fireline rehabilitation efforts
following the 2014 Beaver
Fire.7
The western fireline near the Siskiyou Crest, just below the PCT. Photo:
Luke Ruediger
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To address this issue the KNF has conducted slash piling on firelines utilized in
the Gap Fire, or minimally covered firelines in slash to ensure efficient utilization in
future fires. Slash piling was done with Burned Area Emergency Response (BAER)
funds. The agency intends to burn these slash piles and maintain the fireline in a more
useable condition in the future. This change in management is a major step forward and a
reasonable response to an obvious problem. Burning the slash is a pragmatic and
responsible solution. We applaud the KNF for making this step towards fire adaptation.
All activity slash generated in future fire suppression activities should be disposed
of through BAER funds. Firelines should be closed to motorized vehicles with root wads
or logs at access points along roads.

Backburning
_____________________________________________________________
Backburning and tactical firing associated with the Gap Fire was conducted
across the western and northern perimeter of the fire from the northeastern corner near
Dry Lake Mountain to Low Gap. The eastern margin of the fire burned into the Beaver
Fire footprint and no firing was necessary to facilitate containment. Large portions of the
southern perimeter on the Klamath River were not subjected to tactical firing according
to KNF Firing Maps.3
Tactical firing in the Gap Fire appears to have been implemented responsibly in
most situations, leading to characteristic mixed-severity effects. On the evening of
September 2, crews began the largest firing operation of the fire, in the upper Buckhorn
Creek watershed.4,5,9 The crews applied linear ignitions adjacent to five contoured forest
roads in the middle and upper portions of Buckhorn Creek.3,4,5,9 Crews lit the unburned
portions of Buckhorn Creek from the east off Buckhorn Ridge and below Dry Lake
Mountain. They then lit two smaller spot fires in the middle portions of the canyon.
By the next evening
on September 3, crews laid
fire down across the
Siskiyou Crest from
Condrey Mountain to
Middle Ridge, boxing the
fire into the Buckhorn
Creek drainage with a
backing fire lit at its
headwall. The firing
technique was used to
square up the main body of
the fire and reduce the
ability of the fire to run
Tactical firing conducted on September 3, 2016 near Condrey
uphill and outpace firing
Mountain is depicted in orange; the perimeter of the fire is in pink.
operations. It also served to
Photo: Salmon River & Orleans Complexity Facebook page, Zeeko
reduce fire severity and aid
Salvage
in containment of the fire.3,9
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Crews burned on the high ridge from Dry Lake Mountain to Condrey Mountain
and on to Middle Ridge that evening.3,4,5,6,9 Firing began at Dry Lake Mountain where
crews burned along the fireline simultaneously, both north and south.6 The strategy
appears to have worked by keeping fire severity at low- or moderate-severity in nearly
the entire upper portion of Buckhorn Creek. The large-scale firing operation proceeded
until September 7, ending near Morgan Ranch.3,4,5,6,9
Throughout the Gap Fire it appears that tactical firing was conducted responsibly,
creating characteristic fire effects. Unfortunately, the very lands crews worked so hard to
burn at low- to moderate-severity in upper Buckhorn Creek and Middle Creek are now
being targeted for post-fire logging by the KNF. The connection between tactical firing
and post-fire logging should be thoroughly analyzed in the Horse Creek Community
Protection and Forest Restoration Project EA. A thorough analysis should include the
cumulative impact of discretionary firing and post-fire logging on habitat connectivity,
fire/fuels, stand development, wildlife habitat, etc.
No fireline intentionally lit by fire crews should be subjected to post-fire logging.
The impact of logging will compound many important watershed concerns. Logging
areas intentionally burned also creates negative incentives to KNF officials. The
precedent set is that the KNF will log off areas of mortality that the agency is directly
responsible for. This creates incentives for fire crews to conduct tactical firing at
irresponsible fire severities in an attempt to meet timber harvest quotas or log areas that
would otherwise restrict logging. It also provides the KNF with incentives to log areas
that burned at low- to moderate-severity, and were “restored” by wildland fire.

Retardant Use
_____________________________________________________________
Aviation use, including water and retardant drops, were heavily utilized the first
five days of the fire. No retardant was utilized after August 31 on the Gap Fire. In total,
228,179 gallons of fire retardant was used across the fire area. According to the KNF
Retardant Map, the majority of fire retardant was utilized near Low Gap and on the spur
ridges dividing Robinson, Crawfish Gulch and Fish Gulch.3 No fire retardant was utilized
near streams.
At the After Action Review, a Fruit Growers Supply Company (FGS) employee
mentioned that the company had hired a firefighting expert to attend meetings with the
Incident Command Team and advocate for fire management tactics that would protect
private timber plantations in the Gap Fire area. FGS was encouraging the Forest Service
to utilize more helicopter work, including retardant drops, yet the density of vegetation in
FGS plantations would not allow retardant to reach the forest floor and effectively
suppress fire intensity or rate of spread.7
Fire retardant use had little impact in the Gap Fire because, compared to many
fires, the use of retardant was targeted and limited in its application.
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Noxious Weed Spread/Botanical Impacts
_____________________________________________________________
The concern of botanical impacts during discretionary wildfire suppression
actions is significant. Major impacts include the creation of dozerline, medivac and hoist
sites, impacts from motor vehicle use, snag felling, tactical firing, and other forms of
impact to vegetation. Fire crews, vehicles and heavy equipment all have the potential to
spread noxious weeds throughout the fire area. The potential for botanical impacts is
particularly acute in locations like the Siskiyou Mountains that sustain unusually high
levels of biodiversity and rare plant concentrations.
Fire crews were documented to have impacted the only California population of
the rare and locally endemic species known as Henderson’s horkelia (Horkelia
hendersonii) near Dry Lake. The plant is a Region 5 Sensitive plant species that is
currently managed under a conservation agreement with the USFWS to preclude the need
for future listing of this rare taxa under the Endangered Species Act.
There was evidence of
substantial vehicle traffic off of
established roads in the area known to be
occupied habitat for this species. There
are also other portions of the area that
were impacted by dozerline creation and
tactical firing.1 Resource Advisors
(READS) should have identified the
area, and both vehicle use and other
suppression actions in the Dry Lake area
should have been restricted to protect
this rare plant population. Instead, fire
crews were allowed to impact
California's only known population of Henderson's
horkelia was damaged in suppression efforts during the
California’s only population of
Gap Fire. Photo: Luke Ruediger
Henderson’s horkelia with vehicle
damage and other suppression actions.
The impacts are especially troubling because the population size of this species in
California is very small.
The Conservation Agreement defining management for Henderson’s horkelia lists
the following conservation measures at Dry Lake:
• “The USFS agrees to manage occupied Henderson’s horkelia habitat…at Dry
Lake in a manner that is not detrimental to the Henderson’s horkelia habitat.”12
• “At Dry Lake, California, implement measures that would reduce the possibility
of off-road damage to Henderson’s horkelia population. Keep road maintenance
personnel and contractors informed of measures needed to avoid damage to the
Dry Lake Population”12
Neither of these conservation measures appears to have been implemented in the
Gap Fire despite a binding Conservation Agreement. According to the Conservation
Agreement, the Forest Service and Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) must monitor the
Henderson’s horkelia populations, if “significant deterioration of population numbers and
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habitat conditions are observed.”12 Significant damage to habitat conditions occurred in
the Gap Fire. This level of impact triggers, “Protocol monitoring…during next flowering
period” as well as meetings between the Forest Service and USFWS to “discuss
management needs and address any apparent species or habitat deterioration.”12
Particularly troubling in the Gap Fire is the use of the Horse Creek gravel pit as
the main fire camp. This area is heavily infested with yellow star thistle (Centaurea
solstitialis). The spread of yellow star thistle in the fire area is highly likely; especially in
lands subjected to high-severity fire effects,1 and perhaps even more acutely in areas
proposed for post-fire logging. The cumulative impact of noxious weed spread and the
impact to rare taxa such as the Henderson’s horkelia from fire suppression actions and
post-fire logging must be disclosed in the Horse Creek Community Protection and Forest
Restoration EA.

Cost of Suppression
_____________________________________________________________
On September 17, 2016, the day full containment was announced, the agency had
spent $29,700,000 in 22 days.4,5 The total comes to $1,350,000 per day for discretionary
fire suppression costs. The “Projected Incident Cost Estimate” made on September 17,
stated that $35,000,000 will be spent on suppression costs, repair and associated costs to
the taxpayers.1
According to The Gap Fire Incident Narrative produced by the NorCal Incident
Command Management Team on September 11, 2016, the largest expense in this fire was
associated with the hiring of crews, accounting for 27% of the total incident cost.
Personnel overseeing the operation accounted for 21% of the total incident cost, while
camp support, aircraft and equipment came in at right around 15%-16% of the total
incident cost.3
The first two days of operation accounted for roughly half the total aviation cost,
when retardant, water drops and significant levels of aerial reconnaissance were taking
place. Retardant drops ceased on August 31, five days into the incident. Smoke
inversions across the fire area following August 31, hampered water-dropping operations
and general visibility, keeping costs associated with aircraft and aviation relatively
minimal.3
The cost of suppression is becoming increasingly paralyzing to the agency,
consuming funding the Forest Service has earmarked for other projects. Three
opportunities for cost reduction stand out in the Gap Fire: 1) More effective structural
protection and less backcountry firefighting early in the incident. 2) Ineffective or
inefficient fireline creation. 3) Fire management focused to protect private timber
plantations.
During the first two days of the fire (August 27-28), weather conditions were
favorable for rapid fire spread and the fire was growing rather quickly as it marched
down Horse Creek towards the local community. After direct attack was proven
ineffective and the fire had grown to over 1,600 acres by 6:00 AM on the morning of
August 28, at least some crews should have pulled back from direct attack. Fire retardant
drops were taking place at great expense on the ridges above Fish Gulch and Crawfish
Gulch, but failed to slow the fire or aid in containment.3 At shift change that morning,
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fire suppression officials should have announced a voluntary evacuation of Horse Creek
and pulled crews back to prepare for structural protection.
Clearly, the Fruit Growers Supply Company wanted to keep the fire to a minimal
acreage and was advocating for suppression actions that would protect their timber
assets.7 It is unknown how much this consideration influenced suppression strategy
and/or cost, but it is clear that on the evening of August 28, when the fire raced into the
community of Horse Creek, firefighting crews were ill-prepared to defend or protect the
community. Evacuations were only ordered as the fire entered the community with the
Siskiyou County Sherriff’s Department notifying residents as the fire burned into their
properties, surrounding the community in fire.
Fire weather played a large role in facilitating the large run into the community of
Horse Creek on the evening of August 28, 2016. Nine homes and five outbuildings were
destroyed that evening. Although it is unknown if fire crews could have saved these
homes from the fire, it is clear that more effective community notification and protection
could have taken place and would have taken place if a timely evacuation was ordered,
and crews were pulled off to provide structural protection rather than fighting the fire
higher in the watershed.
In the end, fire crews did not engage the fire as it entered the Horse Creek
community due to extreme fire behavior. It is unknown if structures could have been
saved with proactive structural protection to prepare potentially impacted homes for fire.
It is also unknown if suppression costs would have been reduced by pulling at least some
crews back from what proved to be ineffective fireline higher in the Horse Creek canyon
on Crawfish Gulch. What is clear is that fire officials spent $1,300,000 in the first two
days of the fire.3 The money spent fighting fire in upper Horse Creek proved ineffective
as the fire blew past crews and into the community of Horse Creek burning nine homes.
It is unknown, but highly questionable, if at that time, the agency was providing
protection to private timber assets more aggressively than it was protecting life and
property in the Horse Creek community.
Besides the ineffective efforts on Crawfish Gulch, crews also built considerable
fireline on Johnny O’Neil Ridge above the Klamath River. This fireline failed to hold on
September 2, and the fire instead
backed at low-intensity into the
Klamath River Canyon across the
river from the town of Hamburg.
Perhaps crews could have saved
the expenses of building this line
on Johnny O’Neil Ridge and
allowed the fire to back into the
more effective barriers of the
Klamath River and Highway 96.
These barriers were sufficient to
hold the fire; no homes were lost
and crews could have avoided
the cost and impact of building
Low intensity fire backed down the slopes of Johnny O'Neil
ineffective fireline on Johnny
Ridge and into the Klamath River. Photo: Luke Ruediger
O’Neil Ridge. Very few private
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properties exist on the north side of the river and risks were minimal, yet fire crews
worked hard and spent considerable funds attempting to minimize acres burned by
fighting against the area’s topography. The Klamath River was the safest, least impactful,
and potentially most effective firebreak available to crews, yet significant expense was
spent trying to keep the fire on the remote ridgelines above. In the end fire crews lost that
battle, but caught the fire below in the Klamath River canyon.
Large sums of money were also spent building contingency line miles from any
active fire in the Scott Bar Mountains. This long and unnecessary contingency line was
built without coordination with Incident Commanders, Division Supervisors or Resource
Advisors. The contingency line provided no functional role in suppressing the Gap Fire.
The fireline is estimated at roughly 20 miles long and constitutes a severe and
unnecessary environmental impact. All funding spent to build and rehabilitate this
fireline was unnecessary and ill advised. The amount of funds utilized to create this
unnecessary fireline is currently unknown.
Finally, it is also unknown how much expense was incurred during the
suppression of the Gap Fire that directly resulted from management to protect private
timber assets owned by the FGS Company. FGS hired a firefighting specialist to attend
meetings with the Incident Command Team, advocating for tactics that would protect the
company’s private timber. FGS was, from the very beginning, encouraging the Forest
Service to keep the fire at a minimum of acres to protect private timber plantations from
the fire. It is apparent that many of the recommendations provided by FGS were not
employed due to excessive danger to personnel and unacceptable expense; these would
include: building dozerline around individual plantations before the area around them
burned; dropping fire retardant on individual plantations to reduce fire effects; building
unsafe and potentially ineffective mid-slope fireline across Buckhorn Creek canyon to
protect plantation stands above, and reducing damage to white fir timber that is highly
susceptible to mortality from fire.7
We commend the Forest Service for putting safety and actions with a high
probability of success before private timber values in these instances, but we also
question how much influence FGS had on suppression strategy and how many taxpayer
dollars went into protecting the tinderbox plantations stands on FGS timberland.

Post-Fire Logging
_____________________________________________________________
Despite the positive ecological effects of the Gap Fire, the KNF has proposed to
implement old-growth post-fire logging at the headwaters of Buckhorn Creek and Middle
Creek in a nationally significant habitat connectivity corridor. The KNF has proposed to
clear-cut 2,257 acres of fire-affected forest in Buckhorn, Middle and Horse Creek. They
are also proposing 103 miles of roadside hazard logging. The sale is proposed in many
biologically important areas, including the Johnny O’Neil Late Successional Reserve and
Horse Creek Botanical Area designated to protect complex old forest habitat. The fire
also burned adjacent to the Condrey Mountain Blue Schist Geologic Area, the Pacific
Crest Trail, the Condrey Mountain Inventoried Roadless Area and KNF designated BackCountry Area.
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Proposed logging units extend from lower Horse Creek near the Klamath River,
into Buckhorn Creek, Middle Creek and high on the Siskiyou Crest near Condrey
Mountain and Dry Lake Mountain. The Siskiyou Crest region is known and renowned for
its intact wildland habitats, old-growth forests, mountain meadows, aspen glades, rare
and diverse wildflower displays and important wildlife habitat. The area supports the
Pacific fisher, large herds of elk, black bear, and was the location of the last reported
wolverine siting on the Siskiyou Crest in 1994.11

Forests adjacent to Condrey Mountain on the Siskiyou Crest burned a mostly low
severity, but is being targeted for clear-cut post-fire logging. Photo: Luke Ruediger
The Siskiyou Crest represents one of the most important habitat connectivity
corridors and climate refuges in western North America. A transverse range, running east
to west, the Siskiyou Crest connects the Oregon and California interior valleys to the
Cascade Mountains, the Coast Ranges and the high deserts of the Great Basin. At the
center of this connectivity corridor, and on the edge of the region’s vast network of
unprotected roadless areas and protected wilderness, the Condrey Mountain area is a
pinch point in connectivity, where heavy industrial logging to the south has eliminated
vast swaths of complex forest habitat, replacing them with dense tree plantations and
barren, clear-cut swaths logged in the aftermath of the 2014 Beaver Fire on the Klamath
River.
In 2014, following the Beaver Fire, industrial logging interests such as the Fruit
Growers Supply Company (FGS) devastated vast tracts of private timberland, logging
fire-scorched stands, live trees and patches of fire resilient forest. FGS leveled whole
watersheds due east of the Gap Fire Area, creating massive clear-cuts thousands of acres
wide.
To make matters worse, FGS is preparing to log off their holdings in the Gap Fire
7
area and the KNF is proposing to clear-cut thousands of acres of fire-affected forest
currently benefiting from natural fire revitalization. The proposed public lands logging
would further exacerbate already significant cumulative impacts to old forest and
endangered species habitat, endangered fisheries (coho salmon), soils and future fire
hazards on the Klamath River due to recent post-fire logging in the Beaver Fire and
Happy Camp Fire footprints.
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The forests of the Condrey Mountain-Dry Lake Mountain area at the headwaters
of Buckhorn Creek and Middle Creek have been targeted by the KNF with numerous
post-fire logging units, despite sustaining predominantly low- and moderate-severity fire
effects. The forests proposed for logging are the last remaining ancient forest habitat in
the Buckhorn Creek and Middle Creek watersheds. The KNF intentionally lit these
forests ablaze between September 3 and September 7, 2016 to bolster fire containment.
The Forest Service now intends to log the natural fire mosaic, removing massive old trees
and snags — the building blocks of forest complexity
Live trees and dead trees
would be logged and some units
would be treated with ground-based
yarding, doing severe damage to the
highly erodible schist soils of the
Condrey Mountain area. New
“temporary” roads would be
constructed. Many beautiful springs
and meadows are located within or
adjacent to the logging units,
including Buckhorn Spring, a
historic campsite and intact native
habitat at the very headwaters of
Buckhorn Creek.
Proposed logging unit in upper Buckhorn Creek. Photo:
Post-fire logging is also
Luke Ruediger
proposed in the Horse Creek
Botanical Area and the Johnny O’Neil Late Successional Reserve (LSR). The logging
proposed is inconsistent with the intent of both botanical area and LSR management.
Post-fire logging would remove important snag habitat. It would also impact sensitive
schist soils with ground-based yarding at the headwaters of endangered coho salmon
streams. Snag removal and tree planting efforts would only compound habitat
fragmentation, hamper forest recovery, produce turbidity in nearby streams, degrade
Northern spotted owl habitat and increase fuel hazards in future fires.
The positive effects of the Gap Fire should be acknowledged by promoting
natural fire recovery on the Siskiyou Crest in upper Buckhorn Creek and Middle Creek
near Dry Lake Mountain and Condrey Mountain, in LSR forest and the Horse Creek
Botanical Area. Future management should take advantage of the currently fire-adapted
conditions and utilize prescribed fire adjacent to the community of Horse Creek, on
important ridgelines such as Johnny O’Neil Ridge and along the western fireline on
Middle Creek Ridge. True post-fire restoration would focus efforts on repairing
discretionary fire suppression impacts such as dozerline, riparian impacts, conducting
road maintenance to reduce sedimentation in nearby streams and fuel reduction adjacent
to homes. These sorts of activities will streamline future community fire protection,
reduce fuel near homes and on strategic ridgelines and perpetuates a cycle of positive fire
on the landscape.
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Restorative Fire Management
_____________________________________________________________
Restorative Fire Management (RFM) utilizes MIST tactics, wildland fire use,
forest restoration principals and a realization that wildfire can be utilized for resource
benefits if managed correctly. Restorative Fire Management seeks to restore the process
of fire to as many acres as is responsible, necessary, safe and beneficial in each fire event.
Tactical firing conducted during suppression activities should be conducted with
natural fire-generated patterns and mosaics in mind. Backfiring operations under adverse
weather conditions or that include ignition from the bottom of steep slopes and facilitate
large, high-severity runs should be avoided. Irresponsible backburning often creates
unacceptable impacts to forest habitats, increased fire severity, and it threatens nearby
communities.
The concept of “loose herding” is especially useful to fire managers interested in
restoring fire-adapted habitats. A “confinement” strategy could also be useful in smaller
roadless areas, in areas that are bound by major forest roads or prominent ridges, or in
areas that border private lands. These strategies can be used on a variety of scales based
on the conditions and needs. Full suppression and direct attack could also be utilized
under severe conditions, when communities are threatened or other considerations
encourage minimizing acres burned.
Major forest roads, prominent ridges and locations with a high probability of
success and a low potential for impact should be utilized for fireline construction,
protecting firefighter safety and environmental quality. In general, fires could be
suppressed with direct attack if deemed necessary, or contained within a predefined area
based on available resources, weather and land management objectives. Once a given fire
outflanks direct attack and “goes big,” it should be managed largely with indirect line
construction, utilizing features that bolster and facilitate successful containment while
allowing fairly sizable areas to burn largely unimpeded inside containment lines.
Wildland fire use should be considered in fires burning in more remote,
backcountry locations, roadless areas, wilderness areas and other areas far from homes,
and communities. This would free up resources to facilitate the protection of homes and
communities, while encouraging fire-adapted forest communities in backcountry areas
and moderating the severity of future fires.
When wildfire events burn within proximity of homes or communities, proactive
structural protection measures should be implemented well ahead of a fire threatening the
community. Communication with communities and landowners about risks, homesite
defensible space needs, ingress and egress concerns and evacuation levels during a
wildland fire are of specific importance and should be implemented “early and often.”
Fire management should focus on protecting communities and residences as well
as providing for firefighter safety while incorporating the principals and objectives of
forest restoration, fire restoration, and in many cases fuel reduction into a Restorative
Fire Management Strategy. Prescribed fire and prescribed natural fire should be
encouraged and fire suppression needs to be balanced with the need for characteristic fire
effects on a landscape scale. Agency firefighting personnel could steer fire away from
areas and resources likely to be negatively impacted by fire and encourage areas that may
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benefit from fire to burn at characteristic fire severity levels. If these objectives were
integrated into fire management more homes could be saved and more fire could be
restored to the landscape.

Conclusions
_____________________________________________________________
The Gap Fire, although a human caused ignition, burned in a healthy
characteristic pattern including high-, low-, and moderate-severity fire. The vast majority
of high-severity fire effects was associated with weather or was plume-driven. Despite
the large runs sustained for the first five days of the fire, the majority of the fire burned in
very favorable weather conditions, creating a natural and beneficial fire mosaic across the
Gap Fire area. The actual act of burning “restored” or “treated” over 30,000 acres for fuel
reduction and forest health. The process of fire, so long suppressed, is now coming back
to the Klamath River canyon. Despite our best attempts to contain these fires at a minimal
number of acres, they keep coming year after year, reinitiating a patchwork of fire
throughout the vast network of mountains and canyons that are the Middle Klamath
River.
The need for restoration
treatments in this landscape should
be limited to the rehabilitation of
fire suppression impacts such as
dozerlines, contingency lines, and
other discretionary fire suppression
impacts. Post-fire logging is
inappropriate in sensitive
landscapes such as the Horse Creek
Botanical Area, Johnny O’Neil
LSR and adjacent to the Siskiyou
Crest. The Gap Fire needs no
restoration; it has been restored and
will revitalize if we allow it to
recover unimpeded by post-fire
The Gap Fire restored healthy fire adapted conditions to the
logging.
forests of the Siskiyou Crest. Photo: Luke Ruediger
To continue coexisting with
fire, the communities of the
Klamath River and the fire management agencies that serve the Klamath River must find
ways to work with and allow fire a role on the landscape. We must protect communities
and sustain forest habitats. The solution lies in prescribed fire and manual treatments in
impacted lands adjacent to rural communities, on strategic ridges and around isolated
homesteads. The solution also lies in developing appropriate fire management strategies
that balance the needs of the communities with the needs of the land. The restoration of
fire-adapted forest communities means using fire for resource benefit and preparing
proactively to protect nearby homes both before and during a wildfire event. Innovative
fire management strategies that first and foremost protect homes and communities by
reducing fuels near residential areas, utilizing prescribed fire, and when appropriate,
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utilizing natural or human caused summer or fall ignitions to build resiliency and restore
the natural process of fire, to a fire hungry landscape.
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